DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
Somebody must buy this food. The sale of food must be
immense, or the shops could not afford to carry such stocks, all
fresh. Therefore, we argued, the people of Bethnal Green have
enough to eat. They must have money for food, whatever else
they lack. There were even dozens of catsmeat and dogstneat
stalls, a thing you will see nowhere else, and the inhabitants of
Bethnal Green must have food for themselves if a man can make
a living by selling the meat they need for their household animals.
So the people were well fed. I had previously had the impression
that, by and large, a man who meant to could earn enough money
in England to buy enough food for himself and his dependants,
and what I saw seemed to confirm this. Then why did the people
look so haggard, so harassed, so drawn, so careworn, the children
so unkempt and often so unhealthy?
We discussed this, my good friend and I, as we wandered through
the side streets that lead off Bethnal Green Road, or for that
matter any other High Street in any mean London quarter. We
looked at these streets and thought we had found the answer*
The houses and the living conditions. These people have food,
but they have nothing else. These miles and miles of dingy boxes
that the jerrybuilder, in his blindness, has made of wood and stone-
The fetid and smoke-laden air. These people are the prisoners of
an era of indiscriminate building, on a low level of intelligence
and forethought the like of which ao other great city that I have
seen can show. Beauty in their homes, beauty in their surround-
ings, is beyond their dreams, and what is the use of wages that will
only buy food?
Even fresh air is beyond them. The city, sprawling ever farther
and farther afield, cuts them off from the countryside save on rare
bank holiday sorties by charabanc, and even when they get there
it is all littered with random building and filling statiom and golf
clubs and keep-out*of-here notices and don't-gotherc notices and
big private parks, and at the end they fall out of the charabanc
into a pub, from lack of any other place to go, and afterwards they
fall out of the pub into the charabanc and go home, having had a
jolly day in the country.
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